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There h&s been a great deal of concern regarding 
the education of handicapped persons in recent years. Since 
the inception of Public Law 94-142, the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, a free and appropriate 
public school education for all handicapped children is 
guaranteed. In accordance· with this law, by September 1, 
1978, all learning disabled persons .aged three through eighteen 
-
were to be offered the opportunity for a suitable public 
school education and by September 1, 1980, similar pro­
visions are to be made for the educationally handicapped 
population aged eighteen through twenty-one (Weintraub, 
1977) • 
Both state and federal legislation focused on elimina­
ting discrinlinatory policies and practices against handi­
capped children as well as the improvememt and expansion 
of programs to meet their educational needs. The practice 
of lImainstreamingll emanated from this judicial and legisla­
tive pressure. Another procedure ,,,hich appeared to supply 
an improvement in educational programming for the handi­




problems. Many states developed programs for children 
of prekindergarten and kindergarten age who had been diagnosed 
as having exceptional educational needs. Some of these 
programs utilized mainstreaming practices for all children, 
regardless of their handicap, by educating them with their 
nonhandicapped peers in the regular classroom for at least 
some part of each day. Other programs mainstreamed disabled 
learners into the regular classroom environment on a basis 
which was developed to meet their individual educational 
needs. Consideration was given to each child's readiness 
for the experience, appropriate frequencies for integration 
were individually regulated, and the content of instruction 
was suitably determined. There were some programs that 
continued to completely segregate the ho.ndicapped child 
from his nonhandicapped peers in the educational setting. 
Purpose 
The intent of this review of the literature was to 
investigate the research concerning the effectiveness 
of various mainstreaming procedures for the educationally 
disabled child in terms of academic, personal and social 
development. The purpose of mainstreaming was to imple­
ment that part of Public Law 94-142 which states that the 
educationally handicapped child must be educated in the 
least restrictive environment. A restricted environment 
was considered one which segregated the educational setting 
of children receiving special educational services from 
the regular classroom envirorullent. There was research 
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which seemed to indicate that the academic and personal 
development of the handicapped child was positively affected 
when the child was educated with his nonhandicapped peers. 
There has been much controversy regarding what constitutes 
the most effective and appropriate educational setting for 
the handicapped child. 
Scope and Limitations 
An attempt was made to limit the review of programs 
to those which were developed to meet th~ educational needs 
of children in the early childhood age group. These pro­
grams encompassed the regular school grade range of prekinder­
gorten through kindergarten ("Public Instruction, II 1975). 
There was a limited amount of research regarding mainstream­
ing practices for this age group since the benefits of edu­
cational progranmling for these handicapped children has 
only been realized over the past few decades. Another 
difficulty Has that very few school settings had an available 
environment in which to mainstream preschool age handicapped 
children. Host of the research concerned mainstreaming 
practices with the elementary age group, which corresponds 
with the regular school grades one through six (lIPublic 
Instruction,lI 1975). The information was presented and 
discussed in terms of its relevance and implications for main­
streaming practices with younger handicapped children. 
4. 
Definition of Hainstreaming 
The recent literature presented a variety of defini­
tions for mainstreaming. Simply stat.ed the term implies 
the process of educating handicapped children, with as much 
proximateness and frequency as possible, with their non­
handicapped peers--the mainstream. The term encompassed a 
variety of temporal and spatial integration procedures 
with educationally disabled children and their normal 
peers. 
For many educators the reasoning behind mainstream­
ing practices was to increase lithe positive interactions 
between handicapped and nonhandicapped learners!l (?>iartin, 
1974, p. 150). Kaufman, Gottlieb, Agard and Kubic (1975) 
indicated that the instructional and social integration of 
handicapped children were necessary components for facilitating 
positive interactions with normal peers in the regular 
classroom. They regarded instructional integration as the 
extent to which each child shared the same instructional 
environment within the framework of any given class. 
Social integration referred to the physical proximate­
ness, communications, inclusion in peer group activities 
and social acceptance. 
Summary 
The introduction presented some background 
information regarding the development of mainstreaming 
practices and intervention programs for young handicapped 
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children. It also provided some general types of main­
streaming arrangements. The purpose of the paper was to 
review a variety of mainstreaming models and their effective­
ness on the academic, personal and social status of the 
young handicapped child. Due to the paucity of research 
regarding mainstreaming practices for the kindergari::.cn and 
prekindergarten age group, the scope of the literature 
reviewed included the elementary age group. The informa­
tion was discussed in view of its impli.cations for integra­
tionpractices with young handicapped children. The defi ­
nition of mainstreaming included instructional and social 
integration as necessary components. The literature 
dealing with both of thes~ aspects of mainstreaming is 
reviewed and presented in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
A PillVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Academic Achievement and Self-Concept Development 
The effects of various learning environments on the 
acaedrnicachievement of educationally handicapped children 
have been included in many recent studies regarding main­
streaming at the elementary level. These learning environ­
ments range from special schools and classes to partial 
and full time integration into regular classes. 
Host of the literature relating to mainstreaming 
for handicapped children at the preschool and kindergarten level 
dealt with the social integration issues. It seemed appro­
priate to review some of the studies which focused on the 
academic achievement and instructional integration of 
handicapped children at the elementary level to provide 
some direction for programming at the preacademic levels. 
These studies usually included self-concept comparisons 
and \.,rere included in the text. The literature regarding 





Research at the Elementary Level 
Self-contained vs. integrated evvironments. }:~acy 
and Carter (1978) conducted a study within the Dallas Inde­
pendent School District for the purpose of comparing a 
mainstreamcd special education program with a traditional 
self-contained program. Student performance, curricular 
experience and the extent of mainstreaming were the variables 
compared. The Dallas Pilot Plan A model was in its third 
year of implementation and previded a continuum of instruc­
tional arrangements ranging from total integration of handi­
capped students in the regular classroom to complete self ­
contained instruction in a special service agency settinG. 
Nineteen pairs of children were selected and matched 
closely in terms of exceptionality, behavior, intelligence, 
chronological ages, gender and ethnicity. The range of 
exceptionalities included educable mentally retarded, 
trainable mentally retarded, minimally brain injured and 
emotionally disturbed. One sample group was treated ln 
the individualized, mainstream program and the other in 
the traditional, self-contained program. 
Data consisted of teacher ratings rather than ob­
jective test scores. The School Performance Checklist was 
designed and used to assess teacher perceptions of student 
performance in the academic and social affective areas. 
Curriculum experience was determined by a form containing 
four open-ended questions presented to each teacher in a 
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personal interview. A four item questionnaire completed 
by each teacher solicited information regarding the extent of 
mainstreaming. 
There were no significant differences between the 
Plan A s·tudents and the control sample in the acad.emic 
and social affective areas. Differences were reviewed ln 
the content of instruction. In mathematics all groups 
studied number recognition, counting and basic arithmetic 
operations. However, 59% of the Plan A students studied 
multiplication and division, whereas only 17% 6f the 
control sample studied these concepts. The Plan A group 
also received more perceptual training. 
A variety of six different instructional methods 
were studied: self study, small group instruction, one­
to-one instruction, individual lesson planning, tutoring 
and reward systems. Students in the Plan A group received 
a mean of 2.4 Jaethods and pupils in the control sample 
received a mean of 1.7 methods. Plan A teach.ers reported 
a higher frequency of one-to-one instruction than teachers 
of the control sample. 
The percentage of students 1"111.0 received mainstream 
instruction, types of subjects studied in the regular class­
room and the percentage of school day spent in the regular 
classroom for those students who were mainstreamed, were 
the variables investigated regarding the eA~ent of maln­
streaming. In the Plan A sample, 80% of the students 
received some type of instruction in the regular classroom 
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as compared to 14% of the stuuents 1.n the control sample. 
Hainstream instruction in academic areas other than art, 
physical education, or music was received by 70% of the 
Plan A group and only 5% of the control group. The Plan A 
students who were mainstreamed spent a mean of 62;S of the 
school day in the classroom and pupils in the self-corxained 
program ,."ho were mainstreamed spent a mean of Z4-~~ of the 
school day in the regular classroom. 
The Plan A students were offered more opportunities 
for instruction with their nonhandicapped peers than the 
self-contained students without negative effects to thei.r 
performance in academic and social affective areas. In addition, 
Plan A pupils received more advanced instruction 1.n 
mathematics, which suggested a positive relationship bet'ween 
integration into the regular classroom and its effect on 
the academic achievement of educationally handicapped 
children. 
In an effort to determine if educable mentally 
retarded children would show less improvement in self­
concept and/or academic achievement in a segregated setting 
than in a partially in-tegrated setting, Carroll (1967) 
studied 39 educable mentally retarded students over a period 
of one year. The students were divided into two groups. 
One group attended a segregated classroom for half the day 
and a regular classroom for the rest of the day. The 
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children had no previous special education experience. 
Their reported intelligence quotients were between 60 and 80 
as determined by the Stanford Binet or ldechsler Intelligence 
Scales for Children. The mean cbronological ages \\"ere 8.16 
years for the partially integrated group and 8.77 years for 
the segregated group. 
After the first month of school bet:;an and ag.r::.in after 
the eighth month of school the children were given the 
Illinois Index of Self Derogation and the Wide RSDGC Achieve­
ment Tests. The Illinois Index of Self Derogation attempted 
to evaluate children's self-concept by measuring the nwnber 
of self derogatory ascriptions they gave themselves on a 
IJredete.rmined number of items. No spe.cial treatment other 
than class placement was given during "he interim. 
The results of the testing revealed a significant 
decrease in the amount of self derogation by the partially 
integrated group and a significant increase in the amount 
of self derogations by the segregated group. An investi ­
gation of the academic achievement scores revealed no sig­
nificant differences between the groups in spelling and 
arithmetic. The partially integrated group dlOwed signi­
ficantly more growth in reading than the segregated g"r·oup. 
For handicapped children with intcllig_ence quotients 
between 60 and SO. the data favorably supported partial 
integration into regular programs as it positively affected 
academic achievement and self-concept. There were no 
specialized instructional methods for the handicapped 
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students in the regular programs and no incHvidualized 
integration arrangeQents. 
Self-contained "s. reg-ular class placement. Calhoun 
and Blliot (1977) conducted a study to assess the effects 
of class placement on self-concept and academic achievement 
of students diagnosed as mildly educable retarded and mildly 
emotionally disturbed. One hundred subjects were randomly 
selected from waiting lists for special class placement in 
three urban public soehool systems. Fifty-subjects remo.ined 
in the regular classroom, 25 in classes for the educable 
mentally retarded and 25 in classes for emotionally disturbe4 
students. 
All subjects were individually assessed in September 
and June with the Piers-Harris Children!s Self-Concept 
Scale and the Stanford Achievement Test. The study was 
conducted over a period of three years. In all classrooms 
the curriculum was individualized. 
The scores on the Piers-Harris Children's Self-
Concept Scale revealed that the t\1TO groups of emotionally 
disturbed children did not show a significant difference in 
self-concept until after the first year. Aft,er that time 
the pupils in a regular classroom setting displayed evidence 
of a better self-concept. The scores on the Stanford 
Achievement Test were better for the emotionally disturbed 
children in the regular class setting than those in the 
special class setting. 
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The educable mentally retarded pupils in the 
regular cl<:::ss setting did significantly better on both the 
self-concept and achievement scales than those in the 
special class setting. 
Calhoun and Elliot felt that "the results of this 
study supported regular class placement for mildly retarded 
and mildly emotionally clist~urbed pupils but should not be 
generalized to include other exceptionalities. 
Special school vs. self-contained cl~ss VB. regul~r 
class placement. To inveE;tig<lte the comparativc effective­
ness of a special school, special class and regul~r class 
placement on high intelligence (71 to 85 1Q levels) and low 
intelligence (49 to 70 IQ levels) educable mentally retarded 
pupils, Myers (1976) conducted a study in a rural Alabama 
County. Effectiveness was determi.ned by academi.c achieve­
ment, self-concept and social adjustment in "the school and 
community. There were 276 students ranging in age from 
seven to twelve. As measured by the Slosson Intelligence 
Test their intelligence quotients ranged from 49 to 85. 
One group contained 104 pupils enrolled in seven 
classes for educable mentally retarded students at a speci<ll 
d<ly school. A second group consisted of III mentally 
retarded students enrolled in traditional, public school 
self-contained special classes. Another group contained 
61 pupils who had been diagnosed for special class place­
ment but were enrolled in regular public school classes. 
T.h-· :cty randomly selected chilclr·en fl'om each gr ~up 'i'/Crc 
fl.l.r-ther clivi ed into high intelligence (71 IQ and abQve) 
and 10\'1 intel' igence (70 JQ imd be 0,') groups. A random 
sample of ten hil ....en from each group VJaS selected from 
Jehe 82% of th(),se who att~e!'!ded. 21 (J: fferent chux'ches in the 
area to compare the ,cari us groups on ~~oc:Lal ~.:,djlFtment 
in the co unity. 
Academic achievement ",'as measured by -the; ~'lid\~ Range 
Achievement Test in read: ng, speli.i... g DoDe' ari'~hme-::.ic. 
t ·-," 
5S ~,--"s self-co .ccpt . A modifie' ve 'sian of ,J.--, 0 (Jh~_L ':clI:.-:i al 
cc;eptance Scale Wd,'5" used to eV3110 e scc:i a1 ."djl~st::: "n~;, 
'.1 -the school and community. 
<:'1:; dent s iI Septer.1bt~r, 19'13, and aga,iL _in Hay,. :1 9'i "". 'r;',.e 
Piers-Harris Childr'~n f 13 Self··Co 1cep . Scale <''U d socio::w-trJ.c 
Sociometric tests 'lI~re given in the c lUrch sett.ing ove!.~ 3 
five--month interval from darch ,[-.hl'ough JulY:J 197 • 
Statistical analysis reveale n ,J signific nt dif­
among the ,totLol groups. An al al,.':;i s of c.cb.ievement scores 
in terms f hi.gh intelli cncc an:1 II)'" int,eLLigence g:coups 
rovee-led significant ditfel~<:.nces. 'I'h-=- sp.~c: a1 ay schaal 
10\'/ in-telligence group der.wnstl,?JD -~d h: gher SCOT'8oS in ~oth 
reading and spelling than 1o",' :i lJ.te. L' g-er.ce pupj 1s in the 
special self-contained class and the regular class, although 
there \Vere no reported differences between the low intelli­
gence self-contained class group nnd regular class group in 
these two areas. There were no significant differences among 
the three 10\"1 intelligence groups in the area of arithmetic. 
Among high intelligence groups there were no significant 
differences in spelling or arithmetic, although in reading 
the high intelligence broup in the regular class was 
superior to the special self-contained group but not to the 
special day school group. 
The results of the Piers-Harris Children's Self­
Concept Scale revealed no significant differences among the 
three total groups or the high intelligence gro~ps. Low 
intelligence student groups in the special school received 
significantly higher self-concept scores than both the 
special self-contained and regular class low intelligence 
groups. Pupils in the low intelligence special self­
contained class received better self-concept scores than 
low intelligence students in the regular class. 
Statistical analysis of the sociometric data revealed 
that both the total groups and low intelligence groups were 
significantly more well-adjusted in the special day school 
and self-contained special class setting than in regular 
classes. There were no significnnt differences in social 
adjustment among the three groups regar'ding social adjust­
ment in the community. 
As \\lell as supporting the effic<2cy of a special 
school setting, the results of this study suggested dif­
fercnt class placements for educable mentally retarded stu­
~ents according to the severity of their handicap. Achieve­
ment scores in spelling and ari-thmetic as well tiS self-
concept scores revealed no significant differences for higher 
intelligence retarded students in regular or special self-
contained classes although their achievel:lCnt in reading was 
much better in the regular class than in the special cltiss. 
There \ver-e no significant differences in the achievement 
scores of lower intelligence groups in the regular and 
special self-contained classes although the Im,er intelli..,. 
gence self-contained group scored significantly higher in the 
area of self-concept than the lm-ler ir:-::elligence regular 
class group. The sociometric data did not favorably support 
regular class placement for lower intelligence retardates 
but did not suggest any differences in social atljustment for 
the higher intelligence group in the regular class than in 
the special class. 
The results of this study generally concurred with 
the results of the studies that were previously reviewed as 
far as academic achievement "JaS concerned. Many of the 
educationally handicapped students \yere capable of achieving 
as \yell .academically, and in SOI:1e cases better, in the 
regular classroom environment as in the special class setting. 
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The results of self-concept 'testing revealed that in most 
cases regular class placement t~as beneficial to self-con­
cept development and, at worst, regular class placement did 
not hinder development in this area. The exception to 
this was the 10Her intelligence educable mentally retarded 
group in the study by t·i:yers (1976). In all the programs 
reviewed, the handicapped stuuents shared the same instruc­
tional environment as the regulnr class st,udents curing the 
time they were integrated. This suggested that t.he handi­
capped students did not need to be segregated instructionally 
from their nonhandicapped peers 1n order to maintain their 
academic gains. 
Research at the Preacademic Level 
Preschool and kindergarten progT2.ffiS are frequently 
designed to provide children with the language skills and 
behavioral patterns necessary for their future academic 
success. Research designs with educationally disadvantaged 
and handicapped preschoolers have been implemented to 
determine which methods \vill most effectively insure this 
success. 
Instructional models for preacademic skiils. 
Di Lorenzo and Salter (1968) reported findings after the 
first two years of a four-year longitudinal study conducted 
by the Ne", York State Education Department to establish 
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prograrrmling foundations for disadvantaged preschool chil ­
dren. Cumulative data after the first two years suggested 
that lithe most effective prekindergarten programs were 
those with the most specific and structured cognitive 
activities ll (Di Lorenzo & Salter, 1968, p. 112). 
Edwards and Stern (1970) compared three programs 
designed to promote language development with educationally 
disadvantaged preschool children. '{'heir results suggested 
that ll.Jche most effective preschool intervention program 
would seem to be one which is not only highly structured 
and task-oriented but which also provides many oppor­
tunities for the acquisition of verbal skills through active 
participation and repetition ll (Edwards & Stern, 1970, p. 
212). 
Methods for imitation and modeling. Imitation and 
modeling have been regarded as effective tools for facili ­
tating the development of appropriate language and be­
havioral skills. The assrunption that these tools are 
natural occurrences 1n an integrated setting is generally 
used as an argument to support integrated programs at the 
preschool level. During their experiences as program con­
sultants for some integrated preschool programs, Cooke, 
Apolloni and Cooke (1977) made some tentative observations. 
1 ('I
..LU 
IIDirectly teaching retarded toddlers and preschoolert; to 
imit<lte nonretarded age j:;ntes seems to be a promising 
instructional procedure for increasing cross-group social 
interaction ll (Cooke et 0.1.,1977, p. 531). Spccializetl 
teaching methods are necessary to achieve thesc results. 
Simply placing handicapped and nonhandicapped preschoolers 
in the same cnvironment ,..,ill not necesf.:arily result; in 
successful peer ir.litation and modeling. 
Snyder, ~polloni and Cooke (1977) suggested that 
"a second major underlying rationale supporting the value 
of integrated preschool programs is that nonret,a~1ded chil­
dren function as reinforcing agents for their retarded 
classmates ll (1977, p. 264). 
Devoney, Guralnick and Rubin (1974) attempted to 
increase the complexity of play activities ""ith a group of 
handicapped preschool children. Seven students with a Nide 
and varied range of handicaps were involved. The experi­
menters structured play situations to increase op­
portunities for play interactions. Approximations to 
increased and more complex play ",ere reinforced \'lith praise 
and attention. There were no changes in play behavior. 
Five nonhanclicapped preschool children fro!"., a near­
by classroom were invited to the free play-sessions with 
the handicapped children three timcs a week. The purpose 
was te determine if the nonhandicapped children could be 
successful in promoting more ad.vanced and frequent play, 
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and provide more effective social reinforcement. The 
children ,·:ere ratcu on a time sampling basis, and a social 
play scale was used. Autistic p13y behavior was rate~ as 
one, and the most complex behavior, cooperative play, was 
rated as six. The average play rating for the handicapped 
children, ,.-hen they were permitted to playas usual, was 
three. 4hen the nonhandicapped children ,·lere introduced 
into the play situation social play did not improve sub­
stantially. 
A final phase was conducted in which the teacher 
intervened and structured the play activities for the 
combined group of children. There was a noticeable increase 
in the complexity of play behavior of the handicapped chil ­
dren. The teacher reported that these gains ca~~ied over 
to other play periods. There were two nonverbal children 
ln the classroom \dl0 did not achieve these gains. 
The results of the experinlent concurred with the 
observations by Cooke et al., (1977). Placing the handi­
capped and nonhandicapped children in the same environment 
did not, in itself, result in the learning of more complex 
play patterns by the handicapped children. This outcome 
required that the teacher intervene and structure the chil ­
dren's play activities. The results of the exper~lent 
also suggested the necessity of teacher intervention in 
order that the nonhandicappecl pupils could function as 
effective reinforcing agents for the hanuicapped students. 
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The instruction of prekindergarten and kinder­
garten level e<.1ucationally handicapped children seemed 
to be effective and appropriate in prog-ran sessions ,,,hich 
facilitated learning t:ll'ough highly structured, task 
oriented activities. It also appeared that effective In­
struction occurred in program activities i'/hich emphasized 
learning through peer imitation, nlodeling, and social 
reinforcement when these programs also provided teacher 
intervention to facilitate this process. 
Peer Status and Social Acceptance 
It was suggested. by ICaufman et al., (1975) that a 
successful integration experience was one which considered 
both the instructional and social inclusion of the handi­
capped student in the integrated environment. '.rhe litera-
Jcure reviewed in the previous sections was intended to assist 
in determining the most appropriate instructional 
setting in which to integrate the young handicapped child. 
The following sections ,dll provide information relating 
to the social aspects of integration. It seemed appropriate 
to incluc.!.e some of the studies "thich reviewed the peer 
status and social acceptancc of handicaPi)ed studcnts at 
both the elementary ant' preacadcmic levels. 
Research at the Elementary Level 
A totally integrated setting. In 1950 Johnson set 
up a research design to evaluate the social position of 
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mentally handicapped children who were in the regular 
grades. Classes were selected from the schools in two 
cOl1u~1Unities with the requirement that <:!. minimum of one 
member of the class must be mentally hnndicappeu. These 
two corr... munities i·:ere specificv.lly chosen because they did 
not have organized special education classes for the Qen­
tally h~ndicapped. On the basis of teacher reports, 25 
classes with a total of 698 children were selected. The 
Grade range i'laS one through 
The primary grade children were given the Prinary '47 
S-Form of the Ne'\",l California Short Form Test, ofl·iental t: aturi ty 
and the Primary Bat-tory, Form A, of the Progressive Achieve­
ment Tests. The students in the intermediate grades were 
given the Elementary '47 S-Form of the .New California ShorJe 
Form Test of nental .\Ititurity and the Elementary Latt,ery, 
Form A, of the Progressive Achievement Tests. According 
to the results of these tests, 97 children with low scores 
were selected and given the 1937 Revision of Jehe St;,anford 
Binet, Form L. Thirty-nine mentally hanclic<lppeli children 
were diagnosed frotl this group. 
To evaluate social maturity, the Vinel~nd Social 
~aturity Scale was a~ninistered to eDch mentally handicapped 
child and to each student \\Iho had been selected, Jeo form a 
20% sample of the typical £;roup. A sociometric questionnaire 
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' ....as administered to each child. in the classes during a 
personal interv;ie\'/. Three questions ,;,ere designe i to d.eter­
mine who the child accepted as friends and three were 
designed to determine which classmntes he rejected as 
friends. 
The mean chronological age of the mentally handicapped 
group was greater than the mean chronologie 1 age of the 
typical group at every grade level. The differences between 
the mean social ages of the two brouPS did not differ 
significantly. 
The mean acceptance score of the mentally handicapped 
group was significantly lower than that of the typical 
group. This indicated that the mentally handicapped chil ­
dren ' ....ere less accepted in the regular program than the 
typical group. The mean rejection scores were significantly 
higher for mentally handicapped children than for the typical 
group which indicated that the handicapped children were 
not considered acceptable as friends more often than the 
typical children in their classes. 
When ailininiDtering the sociometric questionnaire 
during individ.ual interviCl....s, the students were asked why 
they rejected certain children. Johnson (1950) reported 
that "their replies were not in terms of intelligence or 
comparative academic abilities. Rather, they ,','ore rejecting 
the mentally handicapped predominantly because of their 
unacceptable and aggressive behavior ll (J950, p. 87). 
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Partially integrated settings. Lapp (1957) conducted 
a study to deten~ine the social acceptance and rejection of 
handicapped students \·:110 were integrc:ted part time into 
regular classes. The students from nine regular elementary 
clas~es into which special class students were integrated 
on a part time basis, as well as the special class students, 
participated in the study. There were sixteen specinl class 
students with intelligence quotients ranging from 55 to 92 
and chronological ages ranging from 9 years to 13 years 8 
months. Twelve of the children spent part of the day in 
regular classes. Integration included participation in 
physical education, recess, music, art, social studies 
and/or science. Individual assessments in academic and 
social areas were considered before a child wa~.integrated 
into the regular program. 
The Vineland Social Maturity Scale was a~linistered 
to all special class students and a randomly selected 20% 
·sample of typical stude~ts in the regular classes to which 
special students \'Jere assigned. The sociometric question­
naire designed by Johnson (1950) was administered to each 
special class and each student in the regular class to 
which a special student had been assigned. This question­
naire was given in the Spring of two consecutive years. 
The results of the study revealed that the acceptance 
scores of the special class students were significantly 
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lower than those of the regular class group. The rejection 
scores of the special class group did not differ signifi ­
cantly from the regular class group. Lapp (1957) felt 
these results suggested that although special class stu­
clenJcs Il were not sought out individually, they had no per­
sonality traits to make them overtly rejected or dislilced tl 
(1957, p. 259). According to the scores, the special class 
students seemed to be more accepted and more rejected with­
in the special class setting. It was felt that this rcflect­
ed the freedom and intimacy of a small group setting. 
Iano, Ayers, Heller, McGettigan and Walker (1974) 
conducted a study within the school tlistrict of Fhilaclelr:hia 
to determine the sociometric status 0.:.. e ucal;le retarded 
children who were placed in regular classes with supportive 
services. Self-contained special classes had been eliminated 
and the handicapped children were placed in regular programs 
with placement determined by chronological age, social, and 
academic skills. These students received supportive ser­
vices J.n the form of resource rooms. The authors also 
attempted Jeo study the sociometric s-t:atus of children who 
were referred for resource room services, but until that 
time had never been reconmtended for special education 
services. 
Sociometric intervie\vs were administered individually 
towards the end of the second year of ir.lplementation of 
the resource room project. Forty former special class 
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students, 606 regular class students \-.rho were in cl.:tsses 
containing former special class pupil:::, ilnd 80 regular 
class students \'Tho had been recommended for special services 
for the first time were involved. The sociometric question­
naire was similar to that used by Johnson (1950). Three 
questions dealt with acceptance and tllree with rejection. 
The regular class students received scores that were 
significantly higher than the recently referred resource roo~ 
students. The newly referred resource room students 
received significantly higher acceptance scores than the 
students who were formerly in special classes. The handi­
capped students from special classes and the recently referred 
students in the resource room received significantly higher 
rejection scores than the regular class students_ 
The acceptance scores in each of the studies reviewed 
suggested that the handicapped students were not as "lell 
accepted as their nonhandicapped peers who shared the same 
educational environment. The rejection scores in the 
studies by lano et 0.1 (1974) and Johnson (1950) indicated 
that handicapped students Vlere more rej ected- than their 
nonhandicapped peers in the same classroom setting. The 
handicapped students ln the study by Lapp (1957) were not 
subject to more rejection by their peers in the regular 
classroom. Lapp felt that although the handicapped children 
were not specifically rejected they were not chosen as 
friends by their regular class peers. Johnson indicated 
that the unacceptable and aggressive behaviors of the 
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handicapped students may have been responsible for their 
social isolation from their nonhandicapped peers. 
In an attempt to compare the classroom behavior 
of handicar-ped students in integrated and segregated environ­
ments, Gottlieb, Gampel and Budoff (1975) found that the 
"integration of special-class E~lR students resulted in 
higher incidences of prosocial behaviors and more positive 
attitudes toward school than was evidenced by the segregated 
,,-,MRs" (1975, p. 315). They also realized within the con­
text of the data on these children that nonhandicapped stu­
dents do not select their integrated, handicapped peers as 
friends (Goorunan, Gottlieb, & Harrison, 1972; Gottlieb & 
Budoff, 1973; Gottlieb, Cohen, & Goldstein, 1974; Gottlieb 
& Davis, 1973; Gottlieb, Gampel & Dudoff, 1975). 
The social status of handicapped children as related 
to age and the sex of the nonhandicapped peer. Goodman, 
Gottlieb and IIarrison (1972) e::~amined the social acceptance 
of educable mentally retarded children e.s it related to age 
of placement and the gender of the nonhandicappecl jud,ge. 
Handicapped students in both integrated and segregated 
settings were evaluate(~. Twenty male and 20 female non­
handicapped students were selecte~ as judges. They ranged 
in age from six through twelve years and were equally 
divided between the primary and interme~iate uni·ts. The 
children were enrolled in a nongraded elementary setting 
in which all students had complex indivi.du;l1ized instruction 
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schedules. The school contained handicapped students 
enrolled in both integrated and segregated settings. 
The Peer Acceptance Scale Nas administered to each 
rater during an individual testing session to obtain social 
status scores for the integrated and segregated handicapped 
students as well as a sample of the nonhandicapped population. 
According to the Peer Acceptance Scale, a sociometric instru­
ment, the judges assigned the handicapped students and the 
nonhanclicapped sample pupils to either the IIfriend,1I 
II all right II or lI,voul<.ln I t like II category. 
An analysis of the three categories revealed that 
the handicapped students were chosen as friends significantly 
less often than the nonhandicapped students. The handicapped 
students \\Tere not liked significantly more oft,en than the 
nonhandicapped pupils. The primary level raters chose 
significantly more of the handicapped pupils as friends than 
the intermediate level raters. The int,crme<.liate level judges 
disliked the handicapped group significanJcly more often 
than the primary level judges. The female judges expressed 
their rejection by not selecting handicapped stndents as 
friends, whereas the male judGes e;cpressccl their rejection 
by placing handicapped students in the II woulcln It l:U~c" 
category. The handicapped students 'vho \Vere integrated were 
rejected significantly more often Jchan the segreg-ated students 
by male judges although not by female judges. 
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In agreement ''lith most of the literature presented 
that relates to the social status of handicapped pupils, 
the study by Goodman ct al., (1972) indicated th;:-c tl1esc 
students are more rejected and less accepted than their non-
handicapped peers in the school environment. This study 
also suggested that younger children ""ere more accepting 
and less rejecting of their han~icapped peers than older 
students. 
Changing children's attit,udes towards the handicapped. 
Lazar, Gensley and Orpet (1971) investigated effective­
ness of a special ,,,,"orkshop for improving attitud.es towards 
handicapped persons. A group of mentally gifted. children, 
who were eight years of age, participated. in a workshop which 
focused on some creative handicapped indivi~uals. The .,.,lOrk­
shop also provided some opportunities for contact with. 
handicapped persons. Post-test data on the group ""ho had 
participated in the \':orkshop and a control group who had not 
been involved, revealed that exposure to this type of pro­
gram had a favorable iapact in promoting positive attitudes 
towards handicapped persons. 
Research at the Preacadcmic Level 
Preschooler's perceptions of differences in peers. 
Guralnick and Paul-Drown (1977) attempted to analyze the 
verbal interactions among children of varying developmental 
levels. Eight nonhandicapped and twelve handicapped children 
aged four through six were involved. The children ,·;ere 
attending an integrated preschool. 
Four of the nonhandicapped children were selected 
as tutors and the other four were selected as companions. 
The handicapped children were equally divided into three 
categories based on the severity of their handicap: 
mild, moderate or severe. Bach tutor Has paired with one 
companion child froJ:J. each of the three categories and one 
of the nonhanclicapped companions. Bach companion "las from 
a different developmental category and the various tutor­
companion pairs Here considered separate experimental 
conditions. 
In a structured setting each tutor was asked to 
describe a drm·Jing and teach the companion chil.d. The c):peri­
menter recorded and transcribed the verbalizations of the 
tutor. In a free play setting the spontaneous verbal inter­
actions of certain nonhandicapped children with other 
handicapped and nonhandicapped children were recorded and 
transcribed. 
An analysis of the data revealed that the nonhandi­
capped children spoke with more frequency and in Qore 
complex verbal structures to thc higher functioning children. 
As the developmental level of the listener decreased, the 
nonhandicapped teachers ten~ed to reduce the complexity of 
their conununication patterns. The differences in the verbal 
patterns of the tutors reflected a distinction in 'HlC develol_­
mental levels of the handicapped children. The distinction 
was evident between the severe to J;lOderate levels and the 
mild to nOrI.lal levels. 
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Jones and Sisk (1967) attempted to determi.ne the 
age at which children first perceived physical disability 
in ot,hers. They found that <:1t nge four, children te""~n to 
exhibit tin awareness of these types of handicaps. 
In agreement "lith the study by Jones and Sisle (1967) 
the findings by Guralnick and Paul-Drown (1977) suggested 
that a consciousness regarding differences in others was 
established at the preschool level. The d<:1ta also revealed 
evidence that the nonhandicapped preschoolers were able to 
verbally adapt to the level of communication appropriate 
for the listener. 
Play interactions among handicapped and nonhandicapped 
preschoolers. Peterson and Haralick (1977) reported on the 
results of a study which e:::aminecl various aspects of sociali ­
zation in an integrated preschool setting. Two areas of 
focus ,vera the frequency with which nonhandicapped children 
chose to play with handicapped children in an integrated 
setting and determining whether differences in types of 
play occurred when handicapped and nonhandicapped children 
played together as compared to when only nonlwndic<:1pped 
children played with each other. 
Five nonhandicapped and eight handicapped children 
' .....ere observed in an experimental integ-rat ed preschool 
program at the University of Kansas. The children ranged 
in ag-e from three through eight. The handicapped children 
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had a variety of educationally disnbling- con<li-tions 
ranging from mild to severe. Each child had an individualized. 
educational program. 
The social interactions of the children were ob­
served during free play sessions, twice each day, for half 
hour periods. Data ,vere obtained through a time sClmplinG," 
observation code. Children \'lere allowed to engage 1.n spon­
taneous free play. The data were collected by three 
trained observers for a period of 18 days. Teachers inter­
vened to reinforce good play behavior, assist children in 
choosing activities if they were unengagecl, and to provide 
~runediate help when needed. 
The findings revealed that al~Ghough nonhandicapped 
children played with each other more often than with handi­
capped children, true social in-tegrc::tion ,,,as evident by 
the fact that "play activities between handicapped and non­
handicapped children occurred in over half of all nonisolate 
play'observations ll (Peterson & Haralick, 1977, p. 244). 
Parallel and cooperative play occurred with more 
frequency when nonhandicapped children were the only avc:lil­
able playmates. Isolate play predominated when only handi­
capped children were available. Parallel play involved 
children playing alongside, or facing, each other as 
opposed to playing with each other as in cooperative play. 
Isolate play involved no interaction or physical proxir.lity. 
When at least one other nonhandicapped child was available 
in a play area, parallel play predominated. ~~len ooth types 
of playmates were available it was noticed that, once a 
choice of playmate was made, the nonhandicapped chil(:ren 
\'/ho chose to play wit.h a hanciicapped peer engageti in coopera­
tive play activities with approximately the same frequency 
as did nonhandicapped children who played Hith each other. 
The authors felt these results suggested IIthat one 
strategy for maximizing constructive integrated play is to 
assure tha.t play area.s con-Lain a combination of boJch 
handicapped a.nd nonha.ndicapped children, including at least 
tHO nonhandicapped children!1 (Peterson & r-Iaralick, 1977, p. 
244) • 
Bases for determining social status among preschoolers. 
Forty children with a mean chronological age of four years 
were evaluated by IIayes (1978) to dete ... mine the "cognitive 
bases for which preschoolers chose some of their peers as 
friends and disliked others. None of the children had been 
diagnosed as having severe behavioral or emotional problems. 
Preschool teachers administered a SoCiOIlle"tric question­
naire to each child in a personal interview. The children 
,,:ere a.sked to name someone they liked and someone they did 
not like. They were also asked to give reasons why they felt 
that way about certain children. 
A statistical analysis of the responses revealed the 
following as some of the major reasons preschoolers gave for 
uetcITIining friendship: COrm;lOl1 activities or engaging in 
mutual play, general play, propinquity and physical 
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possessions. Rule violation, aggression, and aberrant 
behavior lvere Dw.jor reasons given for disliI~ing other chil ­
dren. The results aleo suggested that boys were disliked 
~ore than girls. 
~ffeetive social play skills seemed to be an important 
factor in pro::lOting socia.l acccpt:.unce at the preschool 
level. The data also suggested a significant relationship 
between inappropriate a.nd offensive behaviors, and social 
rejection among this age group. 
Hoore a.nd Updegtiff (1964) designed a study to eva1u­
ate the sociometric status of preschool children as it 
related to age, sex, nurturance giving and dependency. 
Thirty-one boys and 31 girls attending three nursery school 
groups Here selected as subjects. One group ranged in age 
from 3 years 2 months to 3 years 10 months. Another 
group had an age range from 3 years 10 months to 4 years 
11 months, and the oldest group ranged in age from 4 years 
6 months to 5 years 6 months. None of the children had 
been diagnosed as having educational handicaps. At the 
time the data were collected all children had been in 
school for seven months. 
An individual sociol:Jctric intervic,", in ,-,hich the 
students ,vere asl~ec.l to select four children they liked. to 
play with and four they did not like to play with '-las 
ut~ilized. Because of the ages of the children a picture 
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board containing photographs of each child in their peer 
group 1'ms designed. The intervie1v was conducted twice 
for each subject over a one to two week period. 
The results revealed th~t there was no relation 
bet1'1een age and popularity. l\S a \'Ihole, the groups did 
not favor one sex over the other. However, an analysis of 
the giving and receiving choices indic<:rted that in r.lOst 
groups positive choices were often of the same sex kind 
and negative choices were significantly more often of the 
opposite sex kind. 
Nurturance-giving behaviors such ~s offering affec­
tion, attention, reassurance, and protection were observed 
and recorded. Dependency behaviors such as seeking physical 
contact, assurance, attention, and ho1_ were observed and 
recorded in 41 of the subjects. The data suggested a 
positive correlation between nurturonce-giving behaviors ond 
popularity ,dth peers. Dependency was broken do,m into two 
categories: dependence on adults and dependence on peers. 
The results indicated that dependency on peers did not 
interfere with a child's popularity and dependency on adults 
was unrelated to popularity for the older groups but did 




The literature reviewed in the first part of this 
chapter included the academic achievement and self-concept 
development of handicapped students at the elementClry level 
'Nho were enrolled in a variety of inte{;ratecl and segregated 
educCJ.tional settings. Research pertaining to some of the 
most effective methods for developing preacaclemic skills 
was also included. 
The second portion of the chapter dealt with 
research relating to the social issues of integrv.ting hancli ­
capped children with their nonhandicapped peers. Some of 
the problems involved l'lith this aspect of integration were 
revealed in the literature which investirated the social 
status of handicapped children l'lithin the regular elementary 
classroon environment. Research re£;;;c,rding social integra­
tion at -the preacademic level l-laS <:11so included. It re-­
vealed some of the factors operating in the social inter­
actions of very young handicapped and nonhandicapped 
children. 
In the next chc.:pter the literature is discussed in 
terms of its significance for effective mainstrec.:ming 
procedures at the early childhood level. 
CHArTER III 
CONCLUSIONS 
Guidelines for Mainstreaming at the Early Childhood Level 
The evidence presented in Chapter II, relD-ting 
to instructional integration, suggested that it is possible, 
and in many cases academically advantageous, for some 
handicapped children to be educated in the same instructional 
envirorunent as their nonhandicapped peers (Calhoun & Elliot, 
1977; Carroll, 1967; Macy & Carter, 1978; Myers, 1976). The 
negative effects of integration ,yere revealed ,~hen investi­
gators attempted to assess the social acceptance of handi­
capped students by their nonhandicapped classmates. The 
research consistently indicated that handicapped student s ,·.ere 
less acceptable as friends than their nonhandicapped peers 
(Goodman et al., 1972; GoVclieb &. Budoff, 1973; Gottlieb 
et al., 1974; Gottlieb & Davis, 1973; Gottlieb ct 0.1., 
1975; Johnson, 1950; Lapp, 1957). It was also evident 
that younger children were more accep"ting and less rejecting 
of their handicapped peers than older children (Goo~lan at 
al., 1972). 
It has been suggested that "there is not one 'ideal' 




nor one ideal curriculum lt (~..,rynne, Ulfelder & Dakof, 1975, 
p. 75. The literature revie,~'eLl in Chupter II, relating 
to effective early intervention progrc.::l:ls, attitudes, and 
interactions among young handicapped 2nd nonlw.nd:i.capped 
children, provided some considerations for those who are 
instrumental in determining the <:pproFr'iateness of an 
integrated enVirOnjllent for meet,ing the instructional and 
....:ocial needs of the young handicapped individual. 
Learning through structured, t2sk-oriente' activities 
seemed to be the J;lOst; effective Iiletho<l for facilitat.ing 
language grmvth and cognitive <1evelOr;JiJCllt in prcac2.der.J.ic 
intervention progrD.ms (Di Lorenzo & S~;;l t.er, 1968; Sch;arets 
& stern, 1970). Eodcling, imitation ':L1.11 the use of non­
handicapped children as social reinfor~ers appeared. to be 
valid instruments for promoting grO\vth in the development 
of appropriate behavioral skills (Devoney et al., 1974; 
Snyder et al., 1977; Cooke et aI, 1977). It was pointed. 
out that simply placing handicapped and nonhandicapped 
children in the same enviromlent does not insure that 
effective modeling and imitation will occur. Provisions 
for teacher intervention to facilitD.te these processes were 
necessary to achieve these outcomes (Cooke et al., 1977). 
Integrated environments which promo·te :: earning through 
these methods Kould seem to be the optimal instructional 
setting in ""hich to integrate the youn~~ handicapped child. 
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The ability to use appropriate play skills seemed 
to have significant import in facilitating social acccptcUlce 
at the early childhood level (Hayes, 1978; Peterson & 
Haralick, 1977). The child's ability to offer attention, 
affection, reassurance and protection also elicited social 
approval from peers (1I1oore & Updegaff, 1(64) . Offensive, 
aberrant and transgressive behaviors seemed to promote 
social rejection among very young children (Hayes, 1(78). 
An integTated setting may offer some handicapped children 
opportunities to develop the socializ<ltion skills neCeSE.:2.ry 
to elicit social acceptance from their peers. However, 
it seems that consideration should be given to the handi­
capped child's mode of functioning within the framework of 
these social determinants, such that peer rejection is not 
predestined. It would also seem appropriate to evaluate 
the ability of available preschool and kindergarten pro­
grams to accomodate the development of social play sldlls 
and to effectively promote social inclusion and acceptance 
for the handicapped child. 
An awareness of differences in others was evident 
in preschool aged children (Guralnick & Paul-Drown, 1977; 
Jones & Sisk, 1967). A program designed to foster 
positive attitudes toward the hc:mdicapped was effect,ive for 
mentally gifted eight year olds (Lazar et aI, 1971). It 
seems reasonable that programs of this type for nonhandicapped 
preschoolers would have some positive effects. 
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Implications for Future Research 
The literature regarding instructional and social 
integration issues at, both the elementary and preacademic 
levels \\'as surveyed in order that some guidelines for inte­
gration strategies, which would have long term effectiveness, 
could be determined. It \'1as also evident from the review 
of the literature that a great deal of research is still 
needed to determine more specific procedures for integrating 
young handicapped children with their nonhandicapped peers. 
Guralnick and Paul-Bro\m (1977) revealed that chil ­
dren at the preschool level were able to distinguish between 
E;ome of the more obviouE; differences in language develop­
ment levels among their peers. They also suggested that 
investigations to pursue a more detailed analyses of the 
language c~ncl nonlanguage cowl1unication processes among 
handicapped and nonhandicapped children would give educators 
the kno\"ledge necessary to facilita-te these interactions 
in an integrated setting. 
In several of the studies reviewed at the pre­
academic level -the handicapped children outnumbered. the 
nonhandicapped children (Devaney et al., 1974; Guralnick 
& Faul-Dro\m, 1977; Peterson and IIaralick, 1977). Since 
this si tuat:-ion is not always practical it would seem that 
research delving- into the optimal ratio of handic.:lpped and 




Imitation and modeling have been suggested as 
valuo.Lle ·t.ools for learning (Devoney et al., 1974; Cooke 
1_ , 1 0 ""7' Further research into the environmentalec a..L, :> I J. 
factors which ,,,ill enhance this type of learning is neces­
sary. The influence of the type and severity of a child's 
handicapping condition on modeling, imitation and social 
interactions would also assist the educator in the determina­
tion of ,.vhether or not an integrated setting- is appropriate 
for a particular child. 
Future investigators also need to determine ·the 
effects of special programming for nonhanc1icapped students 
at~ the preacademic level in promoting positive attitudes 
toward the handicapped. 
There <:\re a variety of integrDted prOGrm:ls at 
",:;,he cDrly childhood level tha-t are beiI1ci implcmenJeed. The 
development of longitudinal studies to determine which. of 
these programs will effectively promote successful instruc­
tional and social integration at the elementary level is 
necessary. 
Personal Observations 
Ideally, in-tegration is a posi-tive e;~perience. 
The literature presen-ted lit;tle discussion regarding the 
VCllu'" of integr3tion as a continuing, hopefully progres­
sive experience from the time at which it is initially 
instigated for any child. The ter;llination of this 
c~pcriencc at any point may be viewed as a failure by the 
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handicapped child. This perspective may give additonal 
im ~act. to the question of integration for certain handi­
capped children at the preacademic level. 
Research has revealed that younger children are more 
acccptiI~~ and less rejecting of their handicapped peers 
(CoodLlan et al., 1972). There may be some situations 
in which tho educationally disabled child could be success­
fully and positively in-tegrated at the preschool and 
kindergarten levels, but due to social isolation and rejection 
factors it may become necessary to termin<lte this experience 
for the child in l<lter years. Hopefully research \\Till 
investigate the causes of these social educational problems 
and provide r.lethods for ameliorating their effects. Until 
that time the impnct of terminnting the integration experience 
after it has been implemented is an issue to be concerned 
with by those responsible for the decision to integrate 
an educationnlly hnndicapped child. 
SUmil1n ry 
This chapter presented guidelines for effective 
mainstreaming at the early childhood level as determined 
from the literature rovie,v"ou. in Chapter II. The literature 
also revealed a need for future research, nnu specific 
areas for investigation Here discussed. Personal obser­
vations from the author I s experiences ,vere also presented. 
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